
Pre-built integration to sync contacts, companies,  
and deals between HubSpot and NetSuite.

Embedded business logic 
Benefit from the learnings of thousands 
of customers by using prebuilt flows, 
settings, and configurations that auto-
mate common use cases.

Fully managed with automatic 
updates
Managed by Celigo or our partners, so 
support for new uses cases or updates 
to APIs are regularly pushed without any 
downtime.

Fastest time to business value
Designed for line-of-business users to 
automate order to fulfillment business 
processes 100% out of the box without 
waiting on expensive technical resources.

Future-proof platform extensibility
Built on the Celigo iPaaS, benefit from 
enterprise grade data security, AI-powered 
error management and the ability to 
support custom use cases.

Hubspot - NetSuite
Integration Application



One platform serving your data  
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Celigo Integrations are built on Integrator.io, the complete and
intuitive iPaaS that allows you to quickly connect SAP
Business ByDesign with most apps.

Built on the Leading iPaaS Platform
with infinite scalability 
Secure, Low-Code, Self-Service

The Celigo integration platform (iPaaS) enables IT and non-IT 
teams alike to quickly automate Hubspot processes end-to-end 
using proven best practices.

Jeremy Vandenberg
IT Information Analyst

“I was able to set up our new integration between 
NetSuite and Hubspot within a day. Creating flows 
between the applications was super easy!”

“Before using the Celigo platform, we were spending hours and hours on 
manual processes and suffering from disconnected data and workflows. 
Now we can complete an entire automation in a fraction of the time and 
have a more holistic view of the entire process, enabling us to make more 
informed business decisions.”

Chris Peterson
Senior Manager of Revenue

“One of the nicest things about Celigo is we can run really large 
sales and be confident that all the orders will come in without a 
hiccup. It’s not just an out-of-the-box solution. Celigo knows that 
each customer is specific and customizable. We’ve saved at least 
two-and-a-half people and $90,000, but I’d say it’s probably in the 
neighborhood of over $200,000.”

Larecha Wynn
Systems Administrator


